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1 Introduction

Synthetic data sets have been used in many di�erent areas. Motivations for
synthesising data include stress testing applications with large amounts of data
(Gray et al., 1994), anonymising data sets for public release (Reiter, 2002) and
training analysts to identify interesting or alarming situations (Whiting et al.,
2008). Most of the time the synthetic data is generated because there is not
enough real life data to test the system in question (Abtew et al., 1990) or it does
not exhibit the required characteristics (Aboulnaga et al., 2001). This project
will produce realistic synthetic scenarios able to cater for cases where more
data is required, and where speci�c characteristics are desirable. The resulting
synthetic scenarios will contain known ground truths, and will be useful for
training, simulating, or decision making.

The domain used to evaluate the research in this project is Mass Gathering
Medical Care (MGMC). Many de�nitions have been provided for the term Mass
Gathering. The de�nition adopted for this research is as follows:

�A situation (event) during which crowds gather and where there
is the potential for a delayed response to emergencies because of
limited access to patients or other features of the environment and
location.� (Arbon, 2007)

Examples of mass gatherings include sporting events, concerts and festivals. At
such events, there is generally a higher potential for injuries than would occur
in a similar sized population in the general public (Arbon, 2004). To deal with
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these injuries while not adding undue burden on the local emergency medical
services (EMS), event organisers provide �rst aid sta� to treat patients. In the
context of mass gatherings, a patient is de�ned as �an individual presenting for
care to on site �rst aid or medical services at the event� (Serwylo et al., 2011).
The volume of patients at an event can be measured by the Patient Presentation
Rate (PPR), calculated as the number of patients presenting for care at an event
per 1,000 attendees.

This project will result in a new method for generating synthetic patient
scenarios, which will be used to enhance planning and preparation for MGMC.
The synthetic scenarios will be used as input into computerised simulations of
mass gathering events. This simulations will optimise the allocation of resources
for events, by identifying when there is not adequate or appropriate resources
to deal with particular series of patient scenarios. The more scenarios which are
available, the better the simulation will be able to evaluate and optimise the
allocation of resources for mass gatherings.

The remainder of this report will be organised as follows: Section 2 will
discuss the relevant literature from both the MGMC and synthetic scenario
domains. This will be followed by the research goals in Section 3 and a discussion
of the methodology to undertake the research in Section 4. A discussion of the
contributions to both the MGMC and synthetic scenario domains is presented
in Section 5, before presenting the current progress and future plans in Section
6.

2 Background

This section will begin by reviewing the literature in MGMC in Section 2.1,
followed by research on generating synthetic scenarios in Section 2.2.

2.1 Mass Gathering Medical Care

During mass gatherings, which typically have more than 1,000 people in at-
tendance, an �over-dependence on the local Emergency Medical Service (EMS)
system can result in an inability of the system to respond to routine calls, de-
priving the local community of the care it needs� (Yazawa et al., 2007). In
order to reduce the burden on the local EMS service, medical teams should be
present to deal with minor complaints, and transfer more serious complaints
to a hospital (Health and Safety Executive, 1999). The issues associated with
provisioning this type of medical care is referred to as Mass Gathering Medical
Care (MGMC).

Research into MGMC consists of a large number of case studies into di�erent
events, describing a range of details including the medical resources provisioned,
injuries which were documented, and any other observations which were made.
Milsten et al. (2002) analysed over 30 case studies and found that the main
factors contributing to injuries at events are the weather, alcohol and drug use,
attendance and crowd density, duration, event type and crowd mood.
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Building on this literature, researchers have developed models which predict
how many patients will present at a given event. Some models are for speci�c
events which occur regularly (Baird et al., 2010, Zeitz et al., 2001), while others
are targeted at more general mass gathering events (Arbon, 2002, Kman et al.,
2007). Despite research into predicting the PPR for an event, there has been
signi�cantly less research towards proper resource provisioning based on the
expected number of patients.

�Resource allocation to these events generally is based on experience
and historical knowledge of events retained by individuals. Medi-
cal resource allocation traditionally has lacked substantive evidence
to support decisions regarding appropriate sta�ng levels. There is
a need to make resource allocation at mass-gathering events more
closely mirror actual needs rather than educated guesses.� (Zeitz
et al., 2005)

The amount of literature regarding medical resource allocation for mass gath-
erings is quite small. An early case study of several college football games
in the United States resulted in suggestions as to the level of resources for fu-
ture games (Rose et al., 1992), although these suggestions are only applicable to
similar events. A more comprehensive guide published by Health and Safety Ex-
ecutive (1999) contains a medical sta�ng model that considers the risk pro�le
of an event in determining the medical resources required (Smith et al., 2010).
However, the model is only for the United Kingdom, and there is no information
as to how the risk scoring system used in the model was arrived at. Hartman
et al. (2009) provide a similar scoring model, and although they go into some
depth discussing how they analysed 55 di�erent mass gatherings, there is also
no discussion about how the scores were arrived at. Their model is also quite
low resolution, only able to classify events into either minor, intermediate or
major, and provisioning resources accordingly. This neglects the fact that mass
gatherings exhibit variation in the amount and types of patients presenting, and
there are more than three possible outcomes which need to be planned for.

This project will address the resource allocation issue by using computer
simulations to �nd the optimal amount and types of resources for a given event.
These simulations will be populated by software agents representing medical
resources and patients. When a patient agent requests medical aid, an available
medical agent will respond. This request/response paradigm will then identify
scenarios where there are not enough medical resources to deal with a request,
as well as scenarios where there are idle resources being wasted. By running
several such simulations with varying combinations of resources and patient
presentations, this will allow the amount and type of medical resources to be
optimised.

The simulation process will work in a similar fashion to Airy et al. (2009),
which provided an agent based simulation for distributed rescue teams. Agents
in this system �le requests for certain resources, which are forward to resource
provider agents. The resource provider agents provide a cost/bene�t analysis of
whether it is worthwhile assigning a resource to a particular task or not.
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The patient presentation scenarios used for the computer simulation could be
used to train event organisers and �rst responders to deal with multiple di�erent
scenarios. This can be accomplished via interactive training simulations. There
are three categories of training simulations: live, virtual and constructive simu-
lations (of Defence, 2011). Live simulations involve real people interacting in a
real environment (e.g. a real life training exercise), virtual simulations involve
real people interacting with simulated systems (e.g. a computer game), and con-
structive simulations involve the coordination of simulated people in simulated
systems (e.g. a game of chess) (of Defence, 2011). Virtual simulations provide a
compromise, being more realistic and immersive than a constructive simulation,
while cheaper and easier to reproduce than a live simulation (Boldyre� et al.,
2011).

Although not a replacement for the other forms of training, virtual simula-
tions have been successfully applied in a number of di�erent domains (Crichton
et al., 2000). They can be implemented via di�erent technologies, ranging from
virtual or augmented reality to virtual worlds such as Second Life (Boulos et al.,
2007) or game engines such as the Unreal Engine (McGrath and Hill, 2004). The
bene�ts of the latter two options are that they can be implemented with com-
mercial, o� the shelf technology, while virtual or augmented reality may require
more specialised hardware and software. Unfortunately implementing virtual
simulations for MGMC is out of the scope of this project, and will need to be
addressed in further research.

One thing which both resource allocation simulations and virtual training
simulations for MGMC have in common is that they both bene�t when a larger
number patient scenarios are available. Simulations with more patient scenarios
will allow for more scenarios to be considered when optimising the allocation
of resources. Event organisers and �rst responders using virtual simulations for
training may learn to respond to a wider variety of potential scenarios. Due
to di�erences in policy regarding data collection at mass gatherings (Arbon,
2004), there are events for which there is not adequate historical data to base
resource allocation decisions on. As such, this project will develop a method
for generating synthetic patient scenarios for use in simulations. The following
section discusses previous literature in the �eld of synthetic scenarios.

2.2 Synthetic Scenarios

There is a collection of research on synthesising data, beginning with simple,
random data through to complex, realistic scenarios (Figure 1). This review
will analyse the various motivations for performing data generation, the scope of
each technique, and how they relate to this project. Each method of synthesising
data has some restrictions. Although these restrictions may not impact on how
the technique is used for its primary purpose, they may prevent it from being
applied in other domains. The review will then conclude with ways in which
the current project will di�er from and improve on the previous literature.
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Figure 1: Synthetic data has become more realistic, and been used for more
advanced purposes

Testing Software Early research on generating synthetic data focussed pri-
marily on producing large data sets containing mostly random records. This
was for the purpose of stress testing and benchmarking software systems. The
requirement for synthetic data used in testing DBMS' was mainly that it sat-
isfy certain join constraints (DeWitt, 1991). Other than this, the data could
be simply random numbers or text. Similar but more complex relational con-
straints were placed on synthetic data generated to test XML processing systems
(Aboulnaga et al., 2001) and ontological reasoning systems (Wang et al., 2005).
Although these systems required the data to exhibit realism in terms of its
structure, there was no need to have any degree of realism in the content of the
records being generated. Generating synthetic patient scenarios requires a high
degree of realism in the content within the scenarios, not just in the relationships
between generated scenarios.

Anonymising Publicly Released Data More realistic data has been syn-
thesised for the purpose of anonymising data sets for public release. This process
of anonymisation is referred to as statistical disclosure control, and is important
to ensure that personally identi�able, or other private information cannot be in-
ferred from the public data set. Sweeney (2002) showed that it is not enough to
simply remove identifying attributes such as name and address. They were able
to easily obtain the �anonymised� hospital records for Massachusetts, and link it
to the publicly available list of voters in the same state, using the unique combi-
nation of ZIP code, DOB, and gender (Sweeney, 2002). Adding small amounts
of random noise to the attributes is also considered bad practice, because it may
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remove or falsely add relationships into the data (Sweeney, 2002).
As such, researchers have worked on taking a data set, and then synthesising

a new data set which doesn't contain any of the original data in it (Reiter,
2002, Rubin, 1993). Despite this lack of real data, it still exhibits the same
statistical properties, and therefore can be used to make inferences (Reiter,
2002, Raghunathan et al., 2003). Unfortunately, what makes this approach
inappropriate for other domains is that there needs to be a complete set of data
for which to base the synthetic data on. Therefore, it is not useful in situations
like MGMC where there may not be enough data available.

Climate Simulations Much of the research in generating realistic data based
on incomplete datasets is found in climate science. Often weather records such
as rainfall (Abtew et al., 1990), cyclones (James and Mason, 2005) and extreme
weather events (Semenov and Barrow, 1997) are not complete. Therefore, the
datasets may not be ideal for making predictions about future weather pat-
terns and behaviour. Generating realistic weather information based on these
incomplete records ensures there is enough data to perform simulations of fu-
ture weather events. Many researchers have had success with such synthetic
data generation, but there are still limitations which prevent these techniques
being applied elsewhere. The data generated by these models, although real-
istic, are fairly simple. Data such as wave height (James and Mason, 2005)
or precipitation levels (Abtew et al., 1990) require methods compared to the
complex scenarios that are described by several dependent attributes, such as
those found in MGMC.

Identifying Terrorism Threats To �nd examples of complex, realistic, syn-
thetic scenarios which exhibit similar characteristics to patient presentations
(i.e. multiple dependent variables), we need to look at the Threat Stream Gener-
ator project (Whiting et al., 2008). This focuses on synthesising data pertaining
to terrorism threats, and is able to produce realistic synthetic scenarios which
have been described as similar to "mystery novels" (Whiting et al., 2008). The
scenarios are constructed with lots of complex, multimedia data such as news
articles, photographs, audio and video. Despite being a leap forward in cre-
ating realistic, synthetic scenarios, the process is still very manual, even after
considering the tools included by the authors to help in generate the scenarios.

Gaps Identi�ed The type of data that is required for training and planning
in MGMC is realistic complex scenarios with many dependant variables. Ideally
it should be able to be generated based on as little historical data as possible, so
that events without any historical data can make use of it. To improve on the
Threat Stream Geneartor work (Whiting et al., 2008), the process should be as
automated as possible. In light of these requirements, Section 3 will discuss the
speci�c aims of this research.
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3 Research Aims

This section will discuss the speci�c aims of this research project. It will begin
by specifying the goals in Section 3.1, followed by the questions which will be
answered by the project in Section 3.2.

3.1 Research Goals

The main goal of this research is to devise a new method of generating synthetic
scenarios. By applying this scenario generation to the �eld of MGMC, we will
be able to simulate mass gathering events to help optimise resource planning.

The scenarios that will be generated in this project will be patient presen-
tations. At any given event, it is expected that a certain number of patients
will present requiring medical treatment. Each patient has certain characteris-
tics (e.g. age, weight, state of mind, etc.), as does their medical situation (e.g.
abrasion, heat stroke, etc.) and the environment which caused the injury (e.g.
location, time, weather, etc).

Providers of medical care at mass gatherings in Australia and other coun-
tries often collect data relating to patient presentations at events. This data
provides a rich description of how events have unfolded at past documented
mass gatherings, and has already been used to predict how many patients will
present at future events (Section 2.2). One of the goals of this project is to
utilise that data to enhance the planning phase in ways other than predicting
the number of patients.

The way in which this project aims to improve planning for mass gatherings
by utilising patient presentation scenarios is through computer simulations of
mass gathering events. These simulations will provide insight into whether the
allocated resources are able to deal with the volume of patients. This would
be an autonomous simulation where intelligent software agents would pose as
patients and others as �rst aid responders. The �rst aid responder agents would
follow a set of rules in order to respond to patient presentations, and then report
back at the end of the simulation as to whether they were able to cope with the
demand. This will help identify if there were speci�c patients scenarios which
they were ill-equipped to deal with, and could suggest possible modi�cations to
the allocated sta� and resources for subsequent runs of the simulation.

The computer simulation for optimising resource allocation would bene�t
from synthetic but realistic patient presentation scenarios. For example, using
only historical data, resource planners could learn from previous events to see
if the current allocation of resources are adequate. Adding new, realistic but
synthetic scenarios with known ground truths to the historical data sets would
allow planners to consider whether their resources are adequate for as yet undoc-
umented scenarios. This provides an extra level of robustness to the planning
stage. Not only will the plans be built on past knowledge and events, but also
on potential future events or those which have not been documented yet. Syn-
thetic patient presentation scenarios will also be bene�cial for simulating events
which don't have any historical data about patient presentations.
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3.2 Research Questions

This thesis will attempt to answer three main questions:

1. What method can be formulated to allow generation of realistic synthetic
scenarios for use in mass gathering medical care?

2. In what way can the synthetic scenarios be e�ectively used to improve
resource allocation for mass gathering medical care?

3. What characteristics must a domain have to enable generation of realistic
synthetic scenarios using the proposed method?

The questions relate to formulating a new method for generation of synthetic
scenarios and potentially generalising it across multiple domains. The following
paragraphs will address each question in turn, why it is relevant, and how this
thesis will answer it.

1. What method can be formulated to allow generation of realistic

synthetic scenarios for use in mass gathering medical care? Although
Section 2.2 discusses several methods for generating synthetic scenarios, most
of the generated scenarios are single numerical values, such as rainfall levels
(Abtew et al., 1990) or wave heights caused by cyclones (James and Mason,
2005). As such, the methods used are not applicable to the domain of MGMC,
where we are interested in generating synthetic patient injury scenarios, each
consisting of several dependent variables (Section 2.2). The few methods which
focus on generating complex scenarios require a large amount of manual input
in order to produce the synthetic data sets (Whiting et al., 2008).

In order to generate synthetic scenarios for this domain, a new method of
generation is required. An ontology will be used because it can provide, at the
very least, the set of concepts in a domain, and the structural relationships
between them. Given an ontology encodes this knowledge in a machine under-
standable format, there is less need for an expert to be present for the synthetic
scenario generation, allowing for a higher level of automation. Ontologies them-
selves do not contain enough information to successfully synthesise realistic data
about a domain. Although an ontology describes relationships between concepts
in a domain, it does not provide a mechanism for specifying dependencies and
causality between these concepts. It also fails to de�ne the probability that a
particular scenario will arise. In order to incorporate this sort of knowledge
into the scenario generation, other sources of information are required. The
historical patient data collected from previous mass gatherings and a Bayesian
network will be used for this role, ensuring that the chance of a given scenario
being present is comparable for both the synthetic and real datasets. While
Bayesian Networks are often used for causal reasoning tasks, in this case it will
make use of the same causal probabilities in order to ensure the appropriate
distribution of particular scenarios. It is anticipated that together, these three
sources of information (the ontology, historical data and a Bayesian network)
contain enough knowledge to produce realistic synthetic scenarios.
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In order to show that the synthetic scenarios are able to be used in place
of real historical scenarios for situations where little historical data is available,
it is important to evaluate the realism and quality of the scenarios. For this
project, this will be done both quantitatively and qualitatively.

The quantitative evaluation will use statistical methods to ensure that the
properties and patterns found in the synthetic scenarios are comparable to real
scenarios. This will ensure that any synthetic scenarios used in decision making
exercises exhibit realistic properties. Previous research in the �eld of statistical
disclosure control (Section 2.2) makes use of statistical techniques to evaluate
the properties of a synthetic data set. For example, sampling synthetic scenarios
from the generated set and comparing distributions of certain attributes to those
of historical data sets (Reiter, 2002) can help ensure that the synthetic scenarios
are distributed in a realistic manner. Techniques from the literature may be
appropriate for evaluating synthetic patient presentation scenarios with slight
modi�cations.

For qualitative evaluation, we must to involve domain experts in the �eld of
MGMC to make judgements about how accurate and reasonable the synthetic
scenarios are. A previous research project achieved this by holding competitions
at conferences, where participants were asked to analyse the synthetic data in
the same way that real data would be analysed (Whiting et al., 2008). After
conducting their analysis, they were surveyed about the quality and realism of
the synthetic scenarios. Another possible way for domain experts to quantita-
tively evaluate the synthetic scenarios is via a blind test, where they are asked
to choose whether a particular scenario is synthetic or real. This could then be
followed by a questionnaire asking about the speci�c characteristics of the data
which led them to that conclusion. The responses from this blind test could
then be used to modify and enhance the scenario generation method, ensuring
more realistic and believable synthetic scenarios.

2. In what way can the synthetic scenarios be e�ectively used to im-

prove resource allocation for mass gathering medical care? At most
mass gatherings, event organisers provide medical sta�, such as physicians,
paramedics and �rst responders. These sta� are responsible for treating pa-
tients which present for medical treatment. During treatment, they may make
use of equipment such as bandages or medication. Deciding on the correct
level of resources (medical sta� and equipment) has historically relied on the
knowledge and past experience of the event organisers (Zeitz et al., 2005). This
project aims to address this issue through the use of computerised simulations.

When planning for an event, the organiser will be able to run several sim-
ulations to optimise the allocation of resources. Each simulation will represent
a potential set of patient scenarios which may unfold at an event. Each sim-
ulation will also be provided with a number of resources to treat the patient
scenarios. At any point in the simulation, if there are not enough resources to
treat a patient, then that is an indication that not enough resources have been
allocated.
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There are certain things which need to be considered before optimising the
number of resources based on a single simulation of some patient scenarios.
For example, how common are the speci�c scenarios which were presented to
the simulation? If the scenarios are quite common and often occur in real
events, then an under-allocation of resources becomes a problem. If, however,
the scenarios are very uncommon, then it only becomes an issue if the patient
scenarios have severe repercussions such as serious injuries. This information
may be able to be identi�ed from querying the ontology to identify the severity
of a given scenario. Another consideration is to balance the importance of being
able to deal with patient presentations with the cost of over-sta�ng an event.
This will need to be decided in consultation with domain experts, to ensure that
the balance is correct.

3. What characteristics must a domain have to enable generation

of realistic synthetic scenarios using the proposed method? After a
method has been formulated, evaluated and validated, it is worthwhile investi-
gating if that method can be applied to other domains in addition to MGMC.
The input which is required to generate synthetic scenarios will be historical
data, a domain ontology, and a Bayesian network. Given that there are other
domains which have this type of information available, they could potentially
bene�t from the proposed method of generating realistic synthetic scenarios.

Although other domains may have ontologies and Bayesian networks avail-
able, this does not automatically qualify them to be able to make use of the
proposed method for data generation. This part of the project aims to identify
the speci�c characteristics that must be present within a domain or a speci�c
problem in order for the proposed method of synthetic scenario generation to
be generalisable.

4 Methodology

This research will be framed by the design science methodology, in compari-
son to research in �elds such as social science and cognitive psychology which
are traditional framed around behavioural science methods. Whereas the be-
havioural science paradigm endeavours do �nd out �what is true�, design science
focuses instead on �what is e�ective� (Hevner et al., 2004). The two main ac-
tivities undertaken during design science research are building artefacts and
subsequently evaluating them. This research will focus on building and evalu-
ating a method for generating realistic synthetic scenarios. It will then evaluate
the proposed method both quantitatively and qualitatively. March and Smith
(1995) also include the additional research activities of theorizing about and
justifying the artefacts in their design science framework. Theorizing has been
described as �the construction of theories that explain how or why something
happens� (March and Smith, 1995), and justi�cation refers to �theory proving,
and requires the gathering of scienti�c evidence that supports or refutes the
theory� (March and Smith, 1995). This project will theorize about the method
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for generating synthetic data, by investigating what is required to generalise the
technique for domains other than MGMC. And although out of the scope of this
research, justifying this theory would require applying it to other domains to
see if in fact the method can be generalised, given a certain set of characteristics
present in a domain.

Research Activities
Build Evaluate Theorize Justify

Research Outputs Constructs
Model "

Method " " "

Instantiation " "

Table 1: The main artefacts being designed during this research (table adapted
from March and Smith (1995)).

Table 1 shows a matrix which de�nes the research outputs and activities
which can be undertaken during research. The ticked cells represent the arte-
facts which will be produced during the course of this project. The following
paragraphs will discuss the artefacts speci�ed in Table 1. They will begin with
a de�nition of the artefact in the design science context, and then a description
of what this research expects to produce for that artefact.

Building the Constructs In the design science paradigm, constructs provide
the language required to de�ne and communicate problems and their solutions
(Schön, 1983). When discussing methods of synthetic data generation, projects
are invariably multidisciplinary. As such, the constructs used to frame previous
research in synthetic data tend not to revolve around the process of generating
the data, but rather the domain for which the data is being generated. This will
be the same approach taken for this research. The constructs used to de�ne the
problem will be framed in the MGMC domain, rather than the synthetic data
domain (for which there are very few constructs used in the literature).

In order to ensure conformity with previous research, this project will make
use of an ontology which unambiguously de�nes the terms and features of the
MGMC domain. Delir Haghighi et al. (2010) developed the Medical Emergency
Management in Mass Gatherings (MEMMG) ontology (Figure 2), an extension
of the Domain Ontology for Emergency Management (DOEM) (Sujanto et al.,
2008). The main concepts identi�ed in the ontology were collected from domain
experts in MGMC, in addition to other sources of information such as public
reports, journals, conference papers and the Emergency Management Australia
manual series for mass gatherings.

Building the Model A model is a �set of propositions or statements express-
ing relationships among constructs� (March and Smith, 1995). In design science
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Figure 2: Part of the MGMC ontology from Delir Haghighi et al. (2010)

research, models describe a design problem and its solution space (Hevner et al.,
2004).

�Focus of attention is the key to success - focussing on the particu-
lar features of the situation that are relevant to the problem, then
building a problem space containing these features but omitting the
irrelevant ones�. (Simon, 1996)

So once the appropriate constructs are available for critically evaluating litera-
ture on data generation, then models can be built which describe the relation-
ships between the constructs for di�erent domains.

This project will �rst de�ne models of previous domains that have utilised
synthetic data, e.g. climate modelling (Semenov and Barrow, 1997) and data
anonymisation (Raghunathan et al., 2003). It will then follow by describing the
problem of generating synthetic scenarios for MGMC. This will include both
the details of generating the scenarios, and also using them for training �rst
responders and using simulations to specify resource requirements. This model
will help with the following stage, where a speci�c method for generating data
will be detailed.

Building the Method A method is a �set of steps or an algorithm used
to perform a task� (March and Smith, 1995). The method produced by this
research will generate realistic synthetic patient scenarios. The method will
make use of a Bayesian Network to infer the likelihood of certain scenarios
occurring. Research Question 1 (Section 3.2) discussed the use of historical
data about patient presentations and a Bayesian network, used to ensure the
probability of a given scenario arising in the generated data set is accurate. The
historical data will be obtained from collaborators from Flinders University and
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St Johns Ambulance Australia. They have previously documented data about
patient injuries, and used it in published research regarding PPRs at events
(Zeitz et al., 2001, Arbon, 2002, Serwylo et al., 2011). Although some data sets
are up to 10 years old, there has been discussion about using recent data sets.

The method being proposed for synthetic data generation will depend heav-
ily on one main source of information, the Bayesian Network describing the
domain. Currently we are not aware of any published Bayesian Networks for
the domain of MGMC, and as such one will be developed for this project (Figure
3). In order to minimize the level of input required from domain experts, the
structure of the Bayesian Network will be partially learned from the ontology
(Helsper and Van der Gaag, 2002), and partially from the historical data regard-
ing patient presentations (Korb and Nicholson, 2004). The prior and conditional
probabilities required for the Bayesian Network will be derived primarily from
the historical patient data. It is expected that there will be some nodes in the
network which were constructed from the ontology, which do not have a cor-
responding entry in the historical data, and these nodes will require domain
expertise to calculate the required probabilities to complete the network. The
step labelled �Build Bayesian Network� in Figure 3 will be the main focus of
this stage of the research.

Figure 3: Process for creating the Bayesian Network

Instantiating the Method Hevner et al. (2004) stress the importance of
being able to prove that an artefact (in this project, the method for generating
synthetic scenarios) is able to be implemented in a working system, is feasible,
and suitable for its intended purpose. This project will therefore implement a
system for generating synthetic scenarios, based on the method described above,
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allowing generation of possible patient scenarios at mass gatherings. Although
the method used is general, this instantiation of the method will be generating
scenarios for MGMC. Speci�cally, it will generate patient presentation scenarios
for use in simulations to optimise allocation of resources.

Once the MGMC Bayesian Network has been designed, di�erent sampling
methods will be investigated to identify the best way to generate realistic scenar-
ios. Some existing Bayesian Network software such as Netica (Norsys Software
Corp) provide implementations of stochastic simulation. Stochastic simulation
uses the Bayesian network to generate scenarios based on the network distri-
bution (Korb and Nicholson, 2004). This entails traversing the network and at
each node, assigning a random value to the variable, weighted by the condi-
tional probability of the node given any parent node states. There are di�erent
techniques for this type of sampling, and this project will assess the strengths
and weaknesses of each, for generating realistic scenarios.

In addition to implementing the method for generating synthetic data, the
computer simulation for optimising allocation of resources at mass gatherings
will also be implemented. The project will make use of existing frameworks for
developing agent based software, such as the Java Agent DEvelopment Frame-
work (JADE) (Bellifemine et al., 2005). The main types of agents in the sim-
ulation will be patient agents and medical resource agents. Each event which
is simulated will be assigned a speci�c set of medical resource agents, such as
physicians, paramedics, ambulances or �rst responders. During the course of an
event, generated patient scenarios will manifest themselves as patient agents in
the simulation, and thus will need to be treated by an available and appropriate
medical resource agent. The metrics used to optimize the allocation of resources
are how many times a patient is unable to be treated due to lack of resources,
and how long excess medical resources are left idle. The goal of the optimisation
problem is to minimize the number of patients who are not treated, and min-
imize wasted resources. The resource allocation simulation will also form one
component of evaluation for the generated scenarios, as discussed in the next
section.

Evaluating the Method and Instantiation Evaluation of the method and
instantiation for generating synthetic scenarios will be completed both analyt-
ically and experimentally. The analytic evaluation will involve quantitatively
and qualitatively analysing the generated scenarios to ensure that they exhibit
the desired characteristics. Research Question 1 (Section 3.2) discusses ways in
which quantitative and qualitative evaluation will be undertaken using statisti-
cal methods and domain experts. The experimental evaluation will consist of
inputting the generated scenarios into a simulation to optimise resource alloca-
tions. This experimental evaluation is not directed at validating the correctness
of the synthetic data, but rather the utility of it: is it useful for its desired
purpose?
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Theorise about the Method The �nal stage of the research will be to theo-
rise about the generalisability of the method for generating synthetic scenarios.
Can it be applied in domains other than MGMC? This is discussed in Research
Question 3 (Section 3.2), and may be addressed by analysing the types of de-
pendencies and causal relationships represented by the Bayesian Network. This
could be done by modifying the network in some way, generating a new set of
data, and then evaluating it using the same techniques mentioned in the previ-
ous section to see if it is still valid. Any modi�cations which result in invalid,
incorrect or unrealistic data would imply that the particular relationships that
existed prior to the modi�cation is required for the data generation to be suc-
cessful. Other ways in which the generalisability of the method can quanti�ed
will be explored in the latter part of this project.

5 Contribution

This project is inherently interdisciplinary, and as such, there will be contri-
butions to the �eld of MGMC and synthetic scenario generation. This section
discusses the contributions to both �elds.

Synthetic Scenario Generation The part of the project relating to en-
hanced methods of realistic scenario generation will build on literature in data
generation (Section 2.2). The main contribution here will be the introduction
of a new method for generating synthetic scenarios, catering for more complex
types of scenarios than previously allowed. In order for this to eventuate, a
new method will have to be developed which uses ontologies, Bayesian networks
and historical data. Also, in the process of developing the scenario generation
method, it is anticipated that contributions to validating ontologies, deriving
Bayesian networks from ontologies, and validating synthetic data sets will also
be made.

The MEMMG ontology being used (Delir Haghighi et al., 2010) is relatively
young and is still undergoing improvements. In order to construct the Bayesian
network, the ontology and a historical data set will be combined. In the process
of analysing the data set, new relationships may be discovered which are not yet
in the ontology, or relationships speci�ed in the ontology may not be supported
by the data set. These observations can be passed on to domain experts familiar
with the ontology in order to see if it is worthwhile adjusting the ontology to
re�ect the newly discovered details.

There is a small amount of research on using the structual information found
in an ontology to help derive the graphical structure of a Bayesian network (e.g.
Helsper and Van der Gaag (2002)). This project will build on that research, to
incorporate using the available historical data to identify the prior and condi-
tional probabilities for nodes in the network. The process of ascertaining the
probabilities for nodes in the Bayesian network will in turn build on previous
techniques, such as those mentioned in Korb and Nicholson (2004).
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Another anticipated contribution stemming from the new method of gen-
erating synthetic scenarios is in the evaluation of the resulting synthetic data
sets. Earlier research into synthetic data (Section 2.2) reveals several di�er-
ent techniques for measuring the validity of generated data. These evaluation
techniques will need to be modi�ed to cater for the interrelationships and de-
pendencies between variables for patient presentation scenarios.

Finally, once the evaluation is complete, the feasibility of using the scenario
generation method in domains other than MGMC will be investigated. This will
allow other domains to evaluate whether they can make use of the method. The
speci�cs of this contribution are discussed in Research Question 3 (Section 3.2).
Allowing multiple domains to make use of the one method for generating sce-
narios will make this project stand out from previous research, which typically
focuses on one particular domain (Section 2.2).

Mass Gathering Medical Care In the �eld of MGMC, this project will
contribute to the planning stage. This will be done by providing new ways for
organisers to decide the correct allocation of resources, based on the results of
computer simulations. Where previously organisers had to rely on their own past
experience, this thesis will contribute a new tool to compliment the knowledge
and experience of organisers.

6 Progress and Future Plans

This section brie�y documents the progress of the candidature, along with the
plans for the rest of the project. Section 6.1 introduces the literature which
was reviewed in order to better understand the domain of MGMC. This section
also discusses the resulting publication from that literature review. Section 6.2
discuss the future plans for the thesis.

6.1 Reviewed Mass Gathering Medical Care Literature

The beginning of the candidature was characterised by reviewing literature re-
garding MGMC. This was required in order to get a better understanding of
the processes involved in provisioning medical care at such events, and to get a
better insight into the problems which are faced. An invaluable resource for this
was Prehospital and Disaster Medicine journal, which contains several studies
about MGMC. Reading articles on this topic, and collaborating with Paul Ar-
bon from Flinders University and Grace Rumantir who is a supervisor for this
project led to the following publication:

Peter Serwylo, Paul Arbon, and Grace Rumantir. Predicting pa-
tient presentation rates at mass gatherings using machine learning.
In Maria A. Santos, Luísa Sousa, and Eliane Portela, editors, IS-
CRAM 2011: Proceedings of the 8th International Conference on In-
formation Systems for Crisis Response and Management. ISCRAM,
2011.
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This paper analysed data collected by the St Johns Ambulance in order to iden-
tify the factors which have the most impact on the PPR at mass gatherings.
The data was previously analysed by Arbon (2002), by using linear regression
techniques to try an use variables such as event type, attendance and tempera-
ture in order to predict the PPR. The current publication used machine learning
techniques to achieve a similar goal, with the best model being able to predict
the PPR at several events with about 80% accuracy (Serwylo et al., 2011).

The conference was held in Portugal during May, and the paper was well
received. The day preceeding the main conference consisted of a PhD Collo-
quium in which the current thesis topic was presented to other PhD students,
in addition to some of the people on the board of the ISCRAM organisation.

6.2 Timeline

Figure 4 shows the timeline for the expected completion of this thesis. It is
broken into two main areas, generating the synthetic scenarios and then using
those scenarios in a simulation for resource allocation. The timeline also includes
a publication plan for the articles which will be written as part of this project.
There may be more articles if the opportunity arises throughout the project.

During Semester 2, 2011, two enabling units have also been enrolled in:
FIT4007 - Advanced topics in information systems and FIT4009 - Advanced
topics in intelligent systems. FIT4007 relates to Information Systems research
methods while FIT4009 has a strong focus on Bayesian Networks.

Glossary

Mass Gathering A situation (event) during which crowds gather and where
there is the potential for a delayed response to emergencies because
of limited access to patients or other features of the environment and
location. This potential delay requires planning and preparation to limit
(or mitigate) the hazards inherent in a mass gathering and ensure timely
access to appropriate health care is available.

MGMC Mass Gathering Medical Care. In order to reduce the burden on the
local EMS service, medical teams should be present to deal with minor
complaints, and transfer more serious complaints to hospital.

Patient An individual presenting for care to on site �rst aid or medical services
at the event.

PPR Patient Presentation Rate. The number of patients presenting for care
at an event per 1,000 attendees.
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Year 2 Year 3
J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J

Scenario Generation

Data generation literature review

Design method for scenario generation

Construct Bayesian Network

Generate scenarios

Evaluate scenarios – quantitative

Evaluate scenarios – qualitative

Simulation

Research similar simulations

Investigate simulation implementations

Design simulation

Build simulation

Test and evaluate

Publication Plan

Generating Scenarios for MGMC

Evaluating synthetic Scenarios

Simulations for resource allocation in MGMC

Writing Thesis

Continuous...

Constructing BNs from Ontologies

Figure 4: Timeline for thesis. Year 2 begins in July 2011, while the candidature
�nishes in July 2013.
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